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Abstract 
Extraction Damage as a cause of Decay 

in Standing Trees 
In a recent Swedish publication Nilsson and HyppeP report on 

an investigation they carried out in Sweden on the incidence of rot 
in standing Norway spruce resulting from injury to the bClSe of the 
stem or roots. They concluded that the location of scars and thei,' 
depth are of great importance in determinina the development of 
rot attacks. Root injuries near to the stem are more likely to result 

" in serious rot attack than injuries further away from the stem. Deep 
injuries are more likely to result in serious rot attack th:ll1 are supeT
ficial injuries. Based 01'. a moisture analysis of the lower stem "and 
LOots they suggest that there is a zone between the dry heartwood 
·and wet sapwood which is, from a moisture poir..t of view, suitable 
for the growth of rot fungi. A deep scar near the stem will expose 
this zone, while a superficial scar must dry out for a while before 
the rot fungi reach the suitable zone. Scars far from the stem never 
make this zone available to fungi. 

These findings, as the authors point out, mly have signific:u:cc 
in view of the increased mechanisation of thinning operations. They 
suggest that using tractors approximately 8 feet wide in extraction, it 
would be necessary to have extraction plths 13 feet ,,,ide to avoid 
damage which could cause ir::juries likely to leld t::> serious rot 
development in residual trees. G. de Brit. 
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Obituary 
The untimely death of Stephen Dennehy on April 21st is a sad 

loss to his family and friends. Born at Castletownbere in 1923 he 
joined the Forestry Division in 1945 and attlined the position of 
Reselrch Forester Grade 1. To those of us who kr,ew him and 
worked with him, he will be remembered with affection as ct friendly, 
kind and conscientious colleague. He will have a special phce also 
in the memory of many of the younger forestry officers who, during 
their practical years as students, worked under him and benefited 
from his guidance and forestry knowledge. His thoroughr::css in 
experimental field work will be evidenced for many years to come 
in the well established and maintained experiments and research 
plots which he managed in the southern and south eastern fo rests. 
We will ~ niss him "as a person and as aforester and we join in ~hc 
expreSSiCl;) of deep sympathy extended to his wife and family in 
their los9. G. Gallagher. 




